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TH PROGRESS OF SINKING AND LOSS IN THE EMBANKED MARSH OF SHIRLEY.
To the Editor of the Farmers‘ Register.
Shirley, April 6th, 1837.
I have long intended to communicate the result of the reclaimed swamp land at Shirley, an account of
which I have already given up to the end of the year 1832; and although now rather out of date, I feel
somewhat bound to do so, to warn others who might wish to undertake a similar work; particularly, as up
to the end of the year 1832, the time last reported, the experiment appeared a successful one. I will now
continue the history of the reclaimed land, and by way of making it more intelligible, I will recapitulate in
a concise form, the matter reported in the third number of vol. 1st of the Farmers‘ Register, [page 129 to
131,) to which I refer your readers.
In the year 1825, 1 had 85 acres of swamp land reclaimed at Shirley, by throwing up a dike around it of
one thousand seven hundred yards in length, at the cost of one dollar and twenty-five cents per running
yard. Including trunks to let off; and exclude the tide water, the whole cost of diking was $2,200. The
products were as follows:
Years.
1826
1827
1828
1829
1830
1831
1832

Bbls. of Corn.
380
408
454
765
550
310
464

Sales.
$1140
816
1151*
1373
2035
700
1508
________
$8723

Price per barrel.
$3
2
2 40
1 80
3 70
2 26
3 25

―
―
―
―
―
―
―

Cost of reclaiming, including interest for 7 years, $3123, left a balance of $5,600, up to the end of 1832.
In the year 1833, the crop of corn made 450 barrels, and sold at 43 12 ½ , amounted to
Previous balance,
Total cleared,

$1,406
5,600
--------7,006t

After making the crop of 1833, I found that the reclaimed land bad sunk so low, and the repairs to the
dike every winter were so laborious, that I had, with very great reluctance, to abandon the greater part of
the reclaimed land; but as it had been a hobby with me for so long a time, I determined to try to save a

portion of the land, by running a new dike, and cutting off 20 acres of the highest part of the field nearest
to the high land. With my own hands, in the winters of 1833, ‗34, and 1834, ‗35, I made a dike of 800
yards in length, 400 yards each winter, reclaiming, as I thought, permanently, the twenty acres nearest the
high land. But the crops made on the twenty acres since, prove that I took in too much low land, and I
have, this past winter, been obliged to run a new dike, cutting off ten acres of the highest and dryest part
of the swamp land, and I think, I may now say, that the ten acres are permanently reclaimed, as it is nearly
as high as some of the adjoining low ground, which has been cultivated for hundreds of years, and the
foundation is precisely similar.
Thus it will he seen that I have only ten acres out of the eighty-five, left; just what you predicted, when I
first reclaimed he swamp. I do not regret it, now it is done and over, as it has paid very well for itself, and
it was an experiment, which sooner or later, I should have made, for I
--------------------------*Including some cotton.
t It will be seen that Mr. Carter, in this statement, does not estimate the cost of his own farm labor in
cultivating the land, nor in repairing the old, and constructing new dikes. No such estimate could possibly
have been made, approaching correctness, But still there is no doubt of his being correct in the opinion,
that the whole operation left him a considerable clear gain. But such gain was owing to his excellent
management—and we doubt whether any thing but loss has been found in any like work, on similar
ground.—Ed.
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could not have withstood the temptation of reclaiming so fine a piece of land, apparently.
This work has taught me this much, which I now communicate to the benefit of others, that it will not do
to reclaim, by diking alone, swamp land which has no foundation, and so little rise and fill in the tide as
we have on James River, that being only three feet. (By no foundation I mean swamp land formed of
perhaps nine-tenths vegetable matter, and the remainder alluvial matter, brought down by the river many
years back, which alluvial matter, is little else but the lightest clay or earth, which takes some time to
deposit from the water.) The swamps above me, which have been reclaimed, at Woodson‘s Verina, and
other places above, have a much better foundation than mine, and may be permanent: because, on a good
foundation, there is no danger of the land sinking, but those so far from the falls of the river as mine, are
formed of the lighter particle or portions of the alluvial deposit, and can never have much foundation, or
solidity.* The heavier portions, such as sand, clay and rich mater from the mountains, are deposited first,
and by the time the freshets reach us, it has little else to deposit but light chaffy clay or earth, which
produces a vegetable matter in our swamps, principally fibrous roots, and makes soil black, springy, and
chaffy, which when exposed to dry, as it is when reclaimed, evaporates, or rots away, to little or nothing;
and therefor, must sink in a few years or so low, as to prevent you from drawing off the water, without the
use of pumps, which I once thought of trying, but found it would be too expensive. In addition to which,
the dike, which is necessarily made of vegetable swamp mud, rots and evaporates so much, that is sinks
faster than you can afford to raise, or repair it; for you soon dig away all the ground near it keeping up the
dike.
Where the alluvial deposit is formed on clay, sand, or any solid foundation, it is not only worth
reclaiming, but must be very valuable land; and that should be the first thing ascertained, in reclaiming
swamp land, otherwise it will be like Dr. Franklin‘s whistle.

I have now got ten acres clear, and a marsh, instead of a swamp, which marsh affords sorees and wild
ducks, instead of the wood the swamp formerly yielded. But I am determined to have the wood back
again, and I have this spring set several hundred ash trees, and shall continue to set out every spring, until
I cover the whole marsh with trees, and be able to say ―Richard is himself again.‖ t
HILL CARTER
*It is not the solid ―foundation,‖ or subsoil that makes permanent these marshes higher up the river, and
Mr. Carter‘s ten acres, so much as their soil being intermixed with a much larger proportion of of real
earth- sand , clay, and lime. As much vegetable matter as the earthy ingredients can chemically combine
with, will be retained, under proper culture, and some more. – Ed.
t We much doubt the success of this planting. The surface of the soil is now much too low for the growth
of tree. Ed.
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